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@soychicka

Ahem. Journalists... 
 
if you are interested in the surveillance cameras Epstein
had at his properties, their locations, what they were
TUNED to capture (faces, full bodies, if they were fixed
position or remote PTZ) and where the data went... 
 
Give Tim Newcome a call.

random facts girl.
@soychicka

Replying to @soychicka

Make sure he's tight with the contractor who does all the A/V and 
network technology for your company - and your Manhattan 
townhome that you eventually give to him, down to having his 
home phone number... linkedin.com/in/timnewcome/
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64 people are talking about this

Tim Newcome - President & Co-Founder - A…
View Tim Newcome’s profile on LinkedIn, the
world's largest professional community. Tim has 6
jobs listed on their profile. See the complete profile
linkedin.com

and more importantly, to find out when he made the switch from analog to digital

and what platform he shifted to... how many Hikvision cards he used vs ip cameras...

when upgrades were required for reasons other than broken equipment...

and even if the cameras are yanked now, I'm pretty sure that NYPD/ FBI can find the

old Coax cables - even if they've been patched over, which bedrooms were wired with

CAT5....

but the network equipment in Epstein's homes is going to prove very interesting. 

 

Especially all the wireless comms kit he had down on the Island... 

 

and who some of his partners were with those endeavours. 

 

Right, @vigop?
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( cause we know why Kelly Anne was talking about Microwaves spying on people, and

other assorted things microwaves are useful for... and I'm not talking about kitchen

appliances.  

 

I'm all about the electromagnetic spectrum, yo.)


